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In this research, we first discuss the importance of knowledge workers in supporting 
today's economy. Knowledge workers apply their knowledge proactively to the 
planning, development, and operation of the whole value-added chains of several 
industries, for example, manufacturing, financial investment, legal, and so on. In 
order to be able to contribute to the society, they need to quickly leam how to adapt, 
navigate, accumulate, and process to support decision-making. How to select the 
right candidates who have such capabilities of a knowledge work is extremely 
important to any organization. A suitable knowledge worker is difficult to be 
identified simply by an IQ test and/or an EQ test. To do a better and more complete 
selection, we feel that an integrated set of tests that cover abilities, personalities, job 
related skills, and domain knowledge that required by the knowledge work are 
needed. 
In this research, we proposed a new approach that based on a computerized 
interactive game to support the selection of knowledge workers. Such approach fully 
utilizes the capability of the information and communication technologies (ICTs)， 
particularly, the Internet-based environment. We believe that advantages in cost 
reduction, semi-automatic processing of test results, and flexibility in test design can 
be obtained simultaneously. The instrument constructed by this approach should 
generate useful results to support candidate selection and to improve organization's 
attractiveness with a reasonable cost. With such approach, we designed and 
implemented an ERP (Enterprise Resources Planning) game that based on the 
identified successful factors of a knowledge worker. 
We also conducted one pilot study to see where could be improved as well as an 
experiment to test the usefulness of the system and the set of hypotheses that based 
on the theories in human resources management. Based on the experiment, we 
discussed how to conduct candidate selection by the game. Our system supported 
selection of candidates by their understanding of the game and the strategies they 
developed and used in the game. This indicated that the game was not a replica of 
the problem solving test and the personality tests. As the driving force of our 
economy has shifted to intellectual capital, more attentions have been shifted to the 
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candidate's reaction in the selection process. In the experiment, we showed that the 
game leaded to a better organizational attractiveness. However, out of expectation, 
the game was perceived less job-related. 
In this research, the game showed how to select candidates based on their actions 
and learning, such as their quickness to adapt to the game environment. It also 
proved that it could improve organizational attractiveness if an organization used 
such system to support the candidate selection. More research should be done if we 
attempt to apply such approach in the real world. More efforts are required to tune 
the settings of the game and to automate its report generation. More importantly, its 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
In traditional economy, land (fixed assets), capital (financing), and physical labor 
were major competitive edges for firm, because the major driving forces of economy 
before the mid 20th century were agriculture and manufacturing. However, 
nowadays, although these traditional factors are still valuable, merely having them 
cannot lead to success, as we have already moved into the Knowledge Economy. 
The interaction of globalization and technology advance, especially, the information 
and communication technologies (ICTs)，has transformed the structure, functioning 
and rules of our economy. The new economy is knowledge-based and idea-based 
where the keys to job creation and higher standards of living are innovative ideas 
and technology embedded in services and manufactured products (PPI, 1998). 
One successful representative of this new economy is Microsoft which founders 
began developing software for personal computers that guided by a belief that the 
personal computer would be a valuable tool on every office desktop and in every 
home. Now, it is the second largest company in the world in terms of market 
capitalization. Its core businesses are selling software and providing helpdesk to its 
customers. Its main contribution comes from its workers who create knowledge 
product (software) and provide knowledge service (helpdesk), but not from the 
traditional production factors mentioned above. 
The rules of this knowledge economy require speed, flexibility, and innovation. The 
requirements cannot be fulfilled by the traditional factors alone. We must apply 
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knowledge to analyze the rapid-changing environment, generate and implement the 
best solution to cope with it or even gain from it. Rivett and Kline pointed out that a 
new ecology of competition has arisen in which "intellectual assets... are the 
principal wellsprings of shareholder wealth and competitive advantage" (Rivette and 
Kline, 2000). The competitive advantages are no longer exclusively tied-up in 
physical capital, but entangled within the organization and within individual people 
(Youngman, 2002). Intellectual capitals become the determinant of an organization's 
competitiveness and therefore, job markets require fewer workers in production but 
more workers to: 
- D e v e l o p new technologies 
- A p p l y the technologies to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
production and office work 
- D e s i g n and develop new products or services to create new demands 
- I n n o v a t e existing products or services to suit the new market needs, and 
- W o r k around tasks that organized around technologies. 
The demand of job market has shifted to knowledge workers, particularly in US and 
some Asian countries, such as, Hong Kong SAR, Singapore, and Taiwan. The nature 
of knowledge workers should be carefully studied and understood by human 
resources management (HRM). Otherwise, organizations may not be able to 
formulate and implement the right strategy to attract, hire, develop and retain the 
right knowledge workers to improve their competitiveness. The old computer adage 
"garbage in, garbage out" can be applied to human resources management as well. 
As candidate selection serves as the gateway to an organization, seeking competent 
staff by such process is critical. HRM managers should ask the following questions. 
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What are the characteristics of knowledge workers and the nature of their works? 
What are the criteria for selecting the appropriate knowledge workers? Can the 
current candidate selection instruments function well for selecting the right 
knowledge workers? If not, how to select the right knowledge workers? 
Advances in information and communication technologies (ICTs) have resulted in 
reengineering many business and industrial areas, for example, accounting and 
supply-chain-management. A basic use of ICTs is for office automation, which 
computerizes repetitive manual processes and leads to cost saving. An advanced use 
of ICTs is for decision support systems (DSSs)，which integrate related information 
to help decision-making and lead to better business decisions. Only recently have we 
seen an increased interest in its use to support HRM. Candidate selection is a 
challenging area in HRM and its current use of ICTs is still at the automation stage, 
such as web-based job application systems. Can we advance the use of ICTs in 
candidate selection to the decision-making stage, such as capability assessment, 
personality analysis, and etc? Intellectual capital has become the determinant of an 
organization's success and we should reengineer the candidate selection process and 
instruments to help the organization to identity and hire the best candidate to 
increase such capital. 
To improve the selection process of knowledge workers, in this research, we 
proposed a new approach that utilized ICTs. With the supports from ICTs, it is 
possible to select knowledge workers with an integrated approach, which includes 
not only their scores of IQ and/or EQ test, but from their performance in making 
decisions in an environment that similar to the actual working environment. In my 
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dissertation, I will first discuss the theoretical foundation and related research of the 
system I proposed to develop. Then, I will discuss how the system was designed 
and developed. Also, I will discuss the experiment design and hypotheses to 
evaluate the usefulness of the system and how it could complement to the exiting 
candidate selection process. 
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. We propose an input-process-
output model to analyze workers in chapter 2. Based on it, we identify the winning 
characteristics of knowledge workers. In chapter 3, we discuss the evaluation criteria 
of candidate selection instruments, review the common instruments used in practice 
and discuss the downsides of these instruments on selecting knowledge workers. In 
chapter 4，we study the advantages of applying ICTs in candidate selection and point 
out that the current applications have just automated the traditional processes. With 
the belief that ICTs can contribute much more to candidate selection, we propose the 
computerized interactive game approach, which fully utilizes ICTs, to recommend 
the right knowledge workers. Its advantages and its selection criteria will be 
discussed. With this approach, we implement an ERP game based on the winning 
characteristics of knowledge workers and the experience from our pilot study. 
In chapter 5，we outline our experiment design, which involved 3 candidate selection 
instruments (the problem solving test, the ERP game and personality tests) and a 
questionnaire. In chapter 6, we illustrate how to select candidate based on the three 
instruments and analyze the data collected from the questionnaire. Also, we confirm 
our faith that the game should have a better organizational attractiveness among all 
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instruments from the experimental results. To finalize the dissertation, a conclusion 
is given and further researches are discussed in chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2. Analysis of Workers 
To design a candidate selection instrument for knowledge workers, studying the 
characteristics of knowledge workers and their contributions are the prerequisites. 
In this chapter, we study the work nature of workers by an input-process-output 
model. With this model, we contrast the contributions of knowledge workers, who 
apply knowledge proactively in their works, and programmed workers, who are told 
to work and have less control in their works. Knowledge workers are the pushing 
forces of today's economy because they contribute much more in their job than 
programmed workers. An excellent knowledge worker needs to know, to navigate, 
to accumulate and to process well. 
2.1 Input-Process-Output of Workers 
Peter Drucker said, "The first valid business purpose is to create a customer and 
every business must satisfy its customers or it will fail." (Drucker, 1967) This idea is 
applicable to any production entity, e.g. an organization, a division, a team or even 
an individual worker. The input-process-output model shown in figure 1 captures the 
value chain of an entity. The value-added by an entity is the difference between the 
value of the input and the value of the output. It relies on the processing ability of 
the entity (converting input to output) as well. For many jobs, both input and output 
are set by other entity and an entity can affect its value-added by its processing 
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ability only. However, for some jobs, an entity takes the responsibilities of setting 




FIGURE 1: AN INPUT-PROCESS-OUTPUT MODEL 
The value-added by an entity can be generalized by figure 2. In this value chain, an 
entity should 
• Know what can satisfy a demand as its output, i.e. a goods/service. It sets 
the upper bound of the value-added. 
• Have suitable resource as input, e.g. humans, tools, materials, semi-
products, information and service. The value of the input gathering from 
outsides affects the value-added. Its negative value sets the lower bound of 
the value-added. 
• Generate the output based on the input When the input fulfills the 
requirement both quantitatively and qualitatively, the value-added of the 
entity depends on its processing ability. The processing ability can be 
expressed as a number between 0 and 1. The value-added is an increasing 
function of the processing ability. When the input does not fulfill the 
requirement, the value-added is the negative value of the input value. That is, 
the entity loses the value of its input. 
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FIGURE 2: VALUE-ADDED OF AN ENTITY 
If we measure an entity's productivity by its value-added, we can calculate it in a 
specific period and the productivity can be compared among similar entities. For 
example, the annual productivity of the entity is 
The annual value-added by an entity = 
The annual value of the output - the annual value of the input 
Based on this input-process-output model, we discuss the spectrum of works. 
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2.2 A Spectrum of Works 
More or less, workers need to apply their knowledge to their works. The difference 
is how much they make use of knowledge and how much they can control their 
works. 
Figure 3 shows a spectrum of works. The workers in the left hand side have less 
control on their works and are told to perform the works. For example, a button 
sewer in an assemble line only needs to know how to use the provided button 
sewing machine. On the other hand, the workers in the right hand side have more 
control on their works and apply their knowledge proactively in their works. For 
example, a researcher concerns much more in doing a research, from fixing the topic, 
designing how to conduct an experiment, analyzing the data and to writing a paper. 
All of these tasks require the intensive use of knowledge. Moreover, they may create 
new knowledge in their works. 
Our society requires more workers on the right hand side of the spectrum, who are 
the determining factors of an organization's success. We need to understand them 
systematically before proposing its selection method. Here, we analyze both 
programmed workers and knowledge workers with the input-process-output model. 
Then, we contrast the work of knowledge workers with that of programmed workers. 
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FIGURE 3: A SPECTRUM OF WORKS 
2.2.1 Programmed Workers 
The work of a programmed worker is highly structured and manual/physical. He 
needs not identify the demand himself and is told what the output is. He needs not 
gather the input himself and is given the input. He is taught how to turn the output 
from the input which may be easy to leam and rather simple. A typical example is a 
worker in an assembly line. 
A modem assembly line is designed according to Frederick Winslow Taylor's 
principle for high efficiency (Taylor, 1947). Firstly, a process engineer investigates 
how to manufacture a product and analyzes the motions involved. Each of the 
motions remaining essential to obtaining the final product is filtered out. It is studied 
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carefully to get the easier way that puts the least physical and mental strain on the 
workers, and the way that requires the least times. Next, these motions are put 
together in a logical sequence. Finally, the tools for these motions are redesigned. 
Let's illustrate it by a button sewer in a shirt assembly line. He is given a shirt 
without buttons, buttons, threads and a button-sewing machine. He is told to sew the 
buttons on the shirt without button by the machine according to some refined steps. 
Actually, the value-added by this sewer is not much as the value of input is rather 
high. The input does not only include the materials and the machine, but also the 
assistance from other workers (e.g. the process engineer, the line supervisor, shirt 
designer and etc). Moreover, the factory, which owns the production tools and 
knowledge, has a high bargaining power over the sewer who is easily replaced by 
others. The reward to the sewer, which should not exceed the value-added, is 
therefore little. 
On a more macro perspective, figure 4 shows a part of an assemble line. Generally 
speaking, the relationships between workers are rather simple. The output of a 
worker is the input of another worker. 
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FIGURE 4: A PART OF AN ASSEMBLE LINE 
Due to technology advancement, many standardized processes can be automated by 
machinery. The number of programmed workers has been decreasing. With the wild 
global competitions, most of the low-paid programmed works have been moved to 
developing counties. There are very large and still growing numbers of workforces 
with little education and little skills in developing counties. They are more willing to 
accept the programmed works than those in developed countries who are in general 
more educated and can seek better opportunities. 
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2.2.2 Knowledge Workers 
In the past when the productivity was still rather low, resources were turned to 
necessary goods for basic needs, e.g. food and protection. The majority of workers 
were farmers and factory workers. Thanks to Taylor's contribution of manufacturing 
work, the productivity of manufacturing has been raised fifty-fold since then 
(Drucker. 1999). This highly increased productivity has not only satisfied our basic 
needs, it has also induced our demands. Our demand is no longer simply a bread to 
fill our stomach, a pair of shoes to protect our feet, a shelter to keep us away from 
rain, but much more. We request for delicious dishes in a romantic restaurant, a 
beautiful and comfortable pair of shoes suiting our style, a well-decorated and 
furnished apartment. Moreover, we want to gain more for our mental and spiritual 
requests. We ask for different services, e.g. health care, wealth management, 
education, traveling package, advanced communication and etc. When our demands 
are not limited by basic needs, they become unlimited. 
To cope with this trend, more and more workers have worked around knowledge 
such as knowledge creation, acquisition, transmission and/or application. Peter 
Drucker first introduced the term "knowledge worker" in his book, The Landmarks 
of Tomorrow, published in 1959 to describe this rapidly growing subset of the 
workforce. He defined knowledge workers as those who add value by processing 
existing information to create new information, which could be used to define and 
solve problems. Examples of knowledge workers include lawyers, doctors, 
diplomats, lawmakers, marketers, software developers, managers and bankers. 
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We relax the definition of knowledge workers and a knowledge worker, in our 
definition, is someone who involves his ability and knowledge proactively in the 
input-process-output model. Opposed to a programmed worker, a knowledge worker 
needs to 
• Identify or even create a demand and find out what can satisfy it as its output. 
• Identify and gain suitable resources as input. 
• Apply his knowledge to turn the input to output. Sometime, he does not 
know how to do it, but he can acquire this knowledge himself or even create 
this knowledge. 
Table 1 compares programmed workers and knowledge workers from the input-
process-output model. 
TABLE 1: PROGRAMMED WORKERS VS. KNOWLEDGE WORKERS 
Input Process Output 
Programmed Are taught how to 
Are given Are told 
workers process. 
Acquire/create the 
Knowledge Identify and ^ 
knowledge and Identify/Predict 
workers accumulate 
apply it 
Usually, knowledge workers are coordinated in a team as shown in figure 5. 
Compared with the part of an assemble line described before, the relationships 
between knowledge workers are more complex and more interdependent. The output 
is usually in information format such a report and a set of data or a knowledge 
product such as parts of a computer program. As its value depends on the quality, 
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knowledge workers need to work closely with their colleagues to ensure the quality 
of their input. 
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FIGURE 5: A TEAM OF KNOWLEDGE WORKERS 
2.3 The Winning Characteristics of Knowledge Workers 
As discussed above, the work of a knowledge worker is complex and multi-
dimensional. He leams, decides and tries to deal with the current situation when the 
environment is evolving and then refines this knowledge when the environment is 
under control. The relevant topics, namely adaptive efficiency and allocative 
efficiency will be reviewed. From the output aspect, a knowledge worker acts as a 
leader who sets the goal. From the input and process aspects, a knowledge worker 
acts as a manager who gathers resource and plan how to do the task. We will review 
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the literature on management and leadership. With these reviews in mind and based 
on the input-process-output model, we list out the winning characteristics of 
knowledge workers. 
2.3.1 Adaptive Efficiency and Allocative Efficiency 
To survive in an evolving environment, Douglas North, the Nobel Laureate 
economist advocated the essence of "adaptive efficiency". Adaptive efficiency 
embodies ‘the willingness of a society to acquire knowledge and learning to induce 
innovation, to undertake risk and creative activity of all sorts, as well as resolve 
problems and bottlenecks of the society through time' (North, 1990). Simply 
speaking, it refers to the ability to innovate, continuously leam, and productively 
change. When the environment remains rather static, allocative efficiency, which 
relates to maximize outcomes by optimizing the use of resource at hand 
conventionally, may be the best solution to deal with it. 
2.3.2 Management and Leadership 
Management and leadership have been discussed in detail in lots of literatures. Job 
profiles and personality reports described that managerial roles are willing to assume 
responsibility, people-oriented, confident, flexible, able to response, decisive and 
results-driven and self-promoting (Parkinson, 2000). Bennis discussed management 
in terms of management of attention, meaning, trust, self, risk and feelings (Bennis, 
1985). Hogans defined leadership as the ability to build and maintain an effective 
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team (Hogan and Hogan, 2001). Maxwell formed a more comprehensive view of 
leadership in terms of influences, vision, integrity, priority setting, ability to create 
positive change, problem solving ability，excellent communication skills, and self 
discipline (Edgeman and Williams, 1998). Hacker and Roberts agreed to integrate 
managerial (administrative, analytical, energetic and performer) and leadership 
(creative, visionary, empowering, community builder) skills and proposed the 
transformational leadership framework to achieve step-functional improvement 
realistically (Hacker, 2003). 
2.3.3 Our Proposal: to Know, to Navigate, to Accumulate and to Process 
(KNAP) 
Most of the above literature reviews addressed the winning characteristics of 
managers or leaders and many proposed characteristics are overlapped or similar, e.g. 
outstanding ability and excellent communication skill. Most likely, the proposed 
characteristics were listed one by one without any framework. All in all, the reviews 
provide us good reference to propose the winning characteristics of knowledge 
workers based on the input-process-output model. As our proposed characteristics 
are organized around the input-process-output model, our proposal is well-structured 
and easily-recalled. As our proposal abstracts the work of knowledge workers, we 
can apply it to develop selection instrument for knowledge workers based on job-
related instrument principle which will be mentioned in the next chapter. 
From our study of knowledge workers, a knowledge worker requires to apply 
knowledge proactively in his work. Thus, to know is the core for a knowledge 
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worker. Lifelong learning is essential to a knowledge worker so that he can 
continuously upgrade his knowledge. It powers to all aspect of the input-process-
output model. Next, we match the crucial winning characteristics for each aspect, i.e. 
input, process and output. 
To have a good output value, a knowledge worker needs to navigate well so that he 
can make innovative breakthroughs in the evolving environment and decide how to 
adapt it with a suitable output. 
To have enough and qualified input, a knowledge worker needs to accumulate so 
that he can gather good resource to implement its plan, especially the human 
resource. It is important to mobilize people to work together to achieve common 
goals. It is especially important in knowledge work which value depends on the 
quality. 
To turn the input to output well, a knowledge worker needs to process. When he 
lacks the relevant knowledge, he needs to analyze it and then tries to formulate an 
approach to get the work done. When he finds a suitable approach, he can gain better 
result by optimizing the resource used and reengineering the operations. 
We regard in general, KNAP, namely, to Know, to Navigate, to Accumulate and to 
Process are the winning characteristics of knowledge workers (figure 6). We 
describe them in details below: 
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1. To know for all aspect 
a. Learner: open to experience and willing to leam from the 
environment. 
b. Knower: digest the knowledge. 
c. Applier: able to apply knowledge to the suitable area 
2. To navigate for the output aspect: 
a. Visionary: able to paint the big picture of the present and the future. 
b. Innovator: able to produce new and original ideas and things. 
c. Risk-taker: willing to take calculated risk and carry out the strategy. 
3. To accumulate for the input aspect 
a. Administrator: knowledgeable in organizational procedures and 
facilities so to gain internal resource，e.g. facilities, information and 
money. 
b. Buyer: able to locate resource from outside, identify its quality and 
get it at a good price. 
c. Community-builder: able to recognize and build up win-win strategy 
and persuade the related parties to cooperate together. It is especially 
important to mobilize others to work together to achieve common 
goal. 
4. To process for the process aspect 
a. Analyzer: able to break up big questions into manageable problems. 
b. Performer: able to plan, organize and carry out the process to achieve 
the goal. 
c. Optimizer: able to refine the process so to optimize the use of 
resource. 
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Chapter 3. Literature Review on 
Candidate Selection Instruments 
Francis Bacon's famous phrase, "Knowledge is power" has been cited repeatedly 
since its birth in 1597. Intellectual capital becomes the determinant of an 
organization's success as we have stepped into the so-called knowledge society. As 
candidate selection process is the gateway of a person to an organization, seeking 
competent knowledge workers by this process is critical to organization's success. 
In this chapter, we talk about how to assess candidate selection instruments. We 
introduce the current instruments used to select knowledge workers and discuss their 
rationales, mechanisms and evaluations. 
3.1 Evaluation Criteria 
No candidate selection instrument should be used simply because of its novelty, 
popularity or availability. The prime mission of a candidate selection instrument is 
to recommend right candidates for a position. At the same time, its expense should 
be affordable and reasonable. It should not be disgusting and make candidate 
uncomfortable. It is a bonus that it can impress candidates positively and leave them 
a good organizational image. Therefore, a candidate selection instrument should be 
evaluated by the following criteria, namely, result usefulness, expense efficiency and 
organizational attractiveness. 
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3.1.1 Result Usefulness 
Result reliability refers to consistency in measurement, i.e. the consistency of scores 
obtained by the same persons when reexamined with the same test on different 
occasions, or with different sets of equivalent items, or under other variable 
examining conditions. 
Result validity refers to what the instrument measures and how well it does so. It 
tells us what can be inferred from resulting scores. An instrument is valid to the 
extent that inferences made from it are appropriate, meaningful, and useful. Validity 
coefficient is a common used measurement of result validity. It is the correlation 
coefficient of the pre-job score, i.e. a candidate's score from a candidate selection 
instrument, and an on-job score, his score on the job performance. The higher the 
validity coefficient is, the more valid the candidate selection instrument is. 
The standardization of selection refers to control. In order for an instrument to 
accurately assess an attribute, it will have to be controlled so that bias does not enter 
and spoil the results of the measure. Three aspects of selection processes must be 
controlled: administration, scoring and score interpretation (Berry, 2003). 
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3.1.2 Expense Efficiency 
The expense per candidate should be reasonable and affordable. If the cost per 
candidate of an instruction is too expensive, organizations will turn it down 
regardless how useful it is in the selection. If the costs per candidate of instruments 
are more or less the same, organizations will choose the one with better usefulness. 
3.1.3 Organizational Attractiveness 
Researchers used to focus on whether the instrument can select right candidates, i.e. 
result usefulness. Since 1990s, more researches turned to evaluate an instrument 
from the angle of candidates (Anderson, 2003，McFarland, 2003, Smither, Reilly, 
Millsap, Pearlman, Stoffey, 1993). 
Researchers pointed out that studying candidate's reactions should be of practical 
important for at least three reasons (Smither, Reilly, Millsap, Pearlman, Stoffey, 
1993): 
1. The effects that candidate reactions have on organization attractiveness can 
indirectly influence pursuit or acceptance of job offers and can have other 
spillover effects, e.g. “I would never buy a product from a company that 
treats people that way". 
2. Candidate reactions may be related to both likelihood of litigation and how 
successfully a selection procedure can be defended. 
3. Candidate reactions may indirectly affect both result reliability and validity. 
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We propose that organizational attractiveness attributes from social validity, fairness, 
tending of faking and positive affect of the candidate selection instrument. 
Schuler and Stehle raised the importance of social acceptance of the selection 
situation (Schuler, Fair and Smith, 1993). They termed it social validity, which can 
influence candidate's experience of, and reaction to the selection situation and can 
be composed into: 
1. Information: relatively information about task requirements and 
characteristics of the organization. 
2. Participation: direct or representative participation in the development and 
the execution of assessment programs. 
3. Transparency: transparency of the situation, the assessment tools, and the 
judgment evaluation 
4. Feedback: content as well as method of communicating the results. 
Fairness of the candidate selection instruments can be interpreted as whether a 
candidate accepts the selection result. Tendency of faking refers to the perceived 
ease of faking the instrument and the intention to do it. The affect of the candidate 
selection instruments can be positive when a candidate likes the selection process 
and negative when a candidate disgusts the selection process. 
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3.2 Instruments for Knowledge Workers 
Candidate selection is always a challenge area of human resources. Its purpose is to 
help employer identify the most qualified individuals for a job from a pool of 
recruited applicants. There are lots of articles concerning the selection instruments 
(Anastasi, 1997, Berry, 2003，Gregory, 2004, Landy, Frank, Shankster, Laura, 
Kohler and Stacey, 1994) and we summarize 5 types of selection instruments that 
apply to select knowledge workers and discuss their technology trends. 
3.2.1 Biodata 
Biodata are objective and scorable autobiographical data, extracted from the 
application form, interview process, etc. The rationale is that further work-related 
behavior can be predicted from past choices and accomplishment. It has predictive 
power because certain character traits essential for success are stable and enduring. 
It processes substantial predictive validity for many kinds of personal selection. In 
many studies, the predictive validity of biodata (with a value in the .50s) rivals that 
of standardized tests. 
Biodata instruments are susceptible to various response distortions, including 
outright faking as well as inaccuracies. Luckily, factual data such as academic result 
and working experience can be validated. 
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Many corporate websites have adapted to the e-recruiting technology - online job 
applications. Cullen conducted a systematic review of the job search web pages of 
131 highly respected companies, and forecasted that by 2003, all of the Global 500 
companies will be recruiting via the internet (Jones and Dages，2003). Usually, job 
applicants are requested to fill in the application form online. Some commercial 
applications are designed to screen resumes for biodata and generate corresponding 
scores (Mader, 2003). 
3.2.2 Cognitive Ability Tests 
William Stem defined intelligence as 'general mental adaptability to new problems 
and conditions of life' (Salgado, 2001). Since then, many tests of intelligence have 
appeared and cognitive ability tests are widely used in candidate selection. Cognitive 
ability can refer either to a general construct akin to intelligence (Spearman's 
general factor of intelligence, the g factor) or a variety of specific constructs such as 
verbal skills, numerical skills, spatial perception, perceptual speed and etc 
(Thurstone's multiple-factor theory). 
The Wonderlic Personnel Test is a measure of general mental ability (50 items with 
a time limit of 12 minutes). Its publisher reports good reliability and validity. A 
reviewer agreed that it was likely to be valid to some degree in most jobs (Schmidt, 
1985). Differential Aptitude Test (DAT) is battery of eight tests, e.g. verbal 
reasoning, numerical reasoning, abstract reasoning, clerical speed and accuracy, 
mechanical reasoning, space relations, spelling and language usage. The multiple 
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tests have been evaluated for their ability to independently predict different ability 
areas, and the evidence is strong that they can do so. 
Cognitive ability tests measuring general ability (g) often predict job performance 
better than those measuring specific abilities. The reason is that most jobs are 
factorially complex in their arrangements, which ensure that measures of g will 
possess higher predictive validity. 
Cognitive ability tests provide a good basis for personnel selection in most 
occupations. Rivaled only by the work samples, ability tests have a validity 
coefficient of 0.54 averaged over many tests and many samples. The test is rather 
inexpensive to use, costing as little as US$1.5 per applicant. (William, 2002) 
As most of the cognitive ability tests are in pencil-and-paper formats, they can be 
easily computerized and distributed through the Internet. This computerization 
assists in the administration and scoring of tests. The computer adaptive testing 
(CAT) uses computer's capacity more effectively by interacting with the test takers. 
It develops and administers a customized or tailored test. Items are selected for the 
test taker from a stored bank of items that have been validated to represent different 
levels of difficulty on the test. The computer uses the person's response to earlier 
test items to select later test items based on item response theory. It does not only 
shorten the test length but also gives a higher test security by tailoring the test 
(Bermis, 1985). 
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3.2.3 Personality Tests 
In I/O psychology, personality theories are applied in various explanations of work 
motivation, job satisfaction, leadership, and other aspects of organizational behavior. 
Based on them, personality tests are deviated to evaluate a job candidate's personal 
natures and values. Also, it predicts his/her expected personal conducts. 
Considerable attention has been paid to the big five-factor model of personality -
neuroticism, extroversion, openness to experience, agreeableness and 
conscientiousness. The California Psychological Inventory (CPI) provides an 
accurate measurement of managerial potential (Gough, 1984). 
Self-report inventories are often an attractive choice because they have been 
developed and validated to measure personality constructs that are related to 
effective job performance. They are comparatively inexpensive and convenient to 
use in-group testing, having the advantages of offering standardized administration 
and scoring norms, and do not require psychological expertise for interpreting the 
responses. A possible disadvantage is that these tests may be susceptible to response 
distortion. A response distortion occurs when a test taker fake the test and try to 
present themselves more positively in order to make good impression. Test takers 
can deliberately influence their scores, and some actually do. 
Similar to cognitive ability tests, personality tests can be computerized easily. 
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3.2.4 Job-related Tests 
The most direct way to find out if someone can do a job is to let him try it. Job-
related tests are the nearest to the job tryout in terms of realism, e.g. miniature 
replicas of jobs or simulations of jobs. This job relatedness can self-explain its 
validity. The rationale is that the best predictor of future performance in a specific 
domain is the past performance in that same domain. Generally speaking, there are 
three kinds of job-related tests, namely work sample tests, situational tests and 
assessment centers. 
Work sample tests are high-fidelity. The contents of the job are carefully analyzed to 
obtain a certain sample of required work activities. Two representative types of tests 
are motor and verbal. Motor tests concern physical object manipulation, e.g. typing 
tests and driving tests. Verbal tests concern communication or interpersonal 
interactions, e.g. leaderless group discussion and business letter writing. Both tests 
show high criterion-related validity. Besides, in-basket exercise functions as an 
individually administered work sample test. 
Situational tests are low-fidelity. The realistic descriptions of work situations are 
carefully analyzed to obtain as items on the tests. Items refer to hypothetical work 
situations. Either a written form or video-based format can be used in a situational 
judgment test to present work situations and to collect applicant responses. The tests 
are usually in multiple-choice format. They are valid on criterion-relatedness. The 
knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) test of effective teamwork situations is a 
paper and pencil multiple-choice situational tests (Stevens and Campion, 1994). For 
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the most likely/least likely response instruction set, honest respondents are reporting 
their behavior tendencies and respondents seeking to fake good are reporting their 
knowledge (Cabrera and Nguyen, 2001). 
Assessment centers are complex that incorporate multiple simulations, tests, 
exercises, and other measures which job candidates perform in a simulated work 
environment. Special assessors are trained, and they observe and evaluate job 
candidates' performance of the assessment activities. Many assessment centers have 
been designed for selecting managers and executives, focusing on decision-making, 
planning, leadership, oral communication, and stress tolerance. Activities may 
include work sample, interview and group exercise. On average, criterion-related 
validity of assessment centers is strong but construct validity of assessment center 
dimensions has not been established and an exercise effect usually appears. Due to 
their high operating costs, they are only used for high-level positions. Assessors 
focus on evaluating potential for job proficiency rather than actual proficiency. 
Second, an applicant behaves differently while being observed for selection purpose 
than an employee who is performing the task. 
The computerization of job-related tests depends on the nature of the tests. If the test 
is in pencil-and-paper format, it is easier to be computerized. However, if it involves 
human assessors, it is hard to do computerization. 
Virtual reality is especially useful for job-related tests because it enables test takers 
to view or immerse themselves in a virtual testing environment. The realism that 
virtual reality can add to selection procedures may lead to higher levels of validity as 
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compared to more traditional candidate selection instruments. However, its high cost 
prevents its use in candidate selection. Researchers found practically no indication 
that virtual reality was used for candidate selection and only a European Union-
sponsored research project labeled virtual adaptive testing (Aguinis, Henle and 
Beaty, 2001). 
3.2.5 Employment Interviews 
Most administrators regard employment interview as the crucial make-or-break 
component of hiring and use it as the final selection process. For the typical 
interviews used for personal selection, they have low reliability and poor validity. 
Only when the interviews are carefully designed and highly structured can they 
provide a reliable and valid basis for personnel selection. 
Besides extracting biodata and figuring out candidates' personality and ability, 
researchers identified two social rules applicable to job interview, namely interview 
presentation skills and interpersonal competence (Ramsay, Gallois and Callan, 1997). 
The former includes behaviors such as using positive terms to describe one's skills 
and experiences, relating the job to future career goals, and showing evidence of 
having prepared for the interview. The latter includes interpersonal skill, self-
confidence, and taking an active role in the interview. 
To have good selection result, the quality of interviewer is important. They should 
standardize the questions asked, guide the candidate to illustrate more and avoid 
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their personal biases. Proper training is needed. Thus, utilizing interviews as 
selection method is expensive. 
As mentioned before, as interview involves human assessors, it is hard to be 
computerized. However, technology advances lead to interviews through 
videoconference. It is cost-saving and time-saving for global candidate selections. 
3.3 Summary 
Table 2 summarizes the candidate selection instruments mentioned (Berry, 2003, 
Cabrera and Nguyen, 2001, Gregory, 2004 and William, 2002). Generally speaking, 
if the tests are highly standardized, the validity is better, e.g. cognitive ability test, 
biodata and work-sample. For non-checkable self-report instrument such as 
personality test, the validity is low. If the tests involve human assessors, the 
usefulness of the tests depends on the quality of the assessors. However, the costs of 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 4. Problem Formulation and 
Proposed Approach 
Reorganization introduces flat hierarchy and team-based work. With power-
delegation, knowledge workers from any level encounter increasing opportunity to 
make decision and work flexibly, e.g. able to work independently and also able to 
work together. These high demands require knowledge workers to apply their 
knowledge proactively in their whole value chains. 
To be successful, knowledge workers need to do well in the whole value chain to 
adapt the dynamic environment. There is no certain formula to follow and 
knowledge workers need to figure out their ways by learning and trying. Simply 
their IQ and/or EQ score cannot identify good knowledge workers. Instead, an 
integrated set of abilities, personalities, skills and knowledge fitted to the knowledge 
works should be assessed. Traditional candidate selection instruments such as 
cognitive ability tests and personality tests can help in the selection process but 
cannot be relied totally. Job-related candidate selection instrument is the new trend, 
which evaluates candidates based on their performance of similar tasks. Human 
resources professionals can get more information on whether a candidate fits the job 
if the instrument functions well. 
Situational tests may be faked as candidate can guess the desired answers. Work 
samples are good in general, but they cannot simulate a dynamic environment to test 
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candidates. Assessment centers can do much more to evaluate a candidate, but the 
costs are extremely high for hiring good assessors. 
In interviews, interviewers can assess a candidate, as they like. However, the costs 
are also high for training good interviewers. 
The increased use of technology for human resource screening and selection 
contributes to human resources in the following ways (Chapman and Webster, 2003): 
• Expand applicant pool 
• Improve organization image 
• Reduce adverse impact for protected group 
• Save cost 
• Shorten the hiring cycle 
The current use of technology in candidate selection instruments is rather basic, e.g. 
instrument computerization and web-based delivery. The candidate selection 
instruments, which are highly standardized, can be computerized and distributed 
through web easily. For example, web-based application form can be designed 
carefully so that computer programs can extract and analyze useful biodata. 
Cognitive ability tests and personality tests can be converted to electronic forms 
easily. 
However, the use of ICTs in the instruments involving human assessors, e.g. 
assessment centers and interviews, is limited. Can we apply ICTs in these 
instruments so to achieve the benefits we have mentioned above? The current 
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applications of ICTs have automated the traditional human resources practices only. 
Can we further utilize the capacity of ICTs to innovate the selection instruments 
such as the computer adaptive testing (CAT)? 
In this research, we 
• Propose a computerized interactive game (CIG) approach to select 
knowledge workers. This approach fully utilizes ICTs so that candidates can 
be assessed in a dynamic job-related environment. The cost should be 
relatively reasonable compared to the instruments with human assessors. 
• Develop an instrument based on KNAP by our CIG approach. 
• Compare it with a cognitive ability test and personality tests. 
• Evaluate its organizational attractiveness. 
4.1 A Computerized Interactive Game Approach (CIG) 
We propose that a computerized interactive game can select knowledge workers to 
adapt this new economy. It can fully apply the potential of ICTs to do candidate 
selection. The benefits we mentioned previously can be gained. Figure 7 evaluates 
our suggested approach against the criteria of a good candidate selection instrument 
discussed in section 3.1. 
With this game approach, we can evaluate candidates in a simulated environment 
designed by us. It is a kind of job-related selection instruments and thus, its rationale 
is "the best predictor of future performance in a specific domain is past performance 
in that same domain". To fulfill it, we can design the game to simulate the job 
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environment and let the candidate to try-out the job. We can design the dimensions 
we want to measure freely by integrating the related activities into the game. This 
game approach contributes to result usefulness. It provides candidates an 
opportunity to leam the job nature and thus gain more information of the job. If the 
game is attractive, fun and educational, candidates will like it and play it happily. 
This game approach contributes to organizational attractiveness. 
With this interactive approach, there are interactions between candidates and the 
situation will be dynamic. We can evaluate more than solely on individual's ability, 
e.g. analysis skill, teamwork skill, negotiation skill and etc can also be measured. 
The dynamic environment is more challenge and interesting. When more candidates 
are playing the game together, the game becomes more complex and unpredictable. 
This interactive approach provides an active learning opportunity to each candidate. 
It is less likely to fake in such dynamic environment. This interactive approach 
contributes to result usefulness and organizational attractiveness. 
With this computerized approach, we can log the action histories of all candidates 
and assess them objectively without human judgments. It contributes to procedure 
standardization of the result usefulness. Once the game is designed well, it can be 
used repeatedly as the cognitive ability tests and the personality tests. The game can 
recommend candidates automatically without human assessors and thus the expense 
is mainly on the initial study and the game development. The expense per candidate 
is expected to be medium. It contributes to expense efficiency. The instrument can 
be distributed through network easily and candidates can play it anywhere they like. 
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As mentioned before, the use of technology in candidate selection can improve 
organizational attractiveness as well. 
Suggested candidate Evaluation criteria 
selection instrument 
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FIGURE 7: EVALUATION OF THE SUGGESTED CANDIDATE 
SELECTION APPROACH 
4.2 Pilot Study 
We conducted four experiments as pilot study to support the game design and collect 
the views from candidates. The game simulated the enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) environment. Each individual player was entitled $100 initially and his 
objective was to maximize the money owned at the end. An entity could be an 
individual player or a coalition of players. To generate money, an entity needed to 
set up a production plan and waited for the sales result. A production plan involved 
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three kinds of resources, namely a patent, a factory and money. A patent was a 
permission of manufacturing a product that could be obtained by investing $5 to a 
have a multiple choice question. If the investor's answer to the question was correct 
and the patent had not been issued yet, the investor could get that patent. A factory 
was a place to manufacture products that could be obtained by bidding. The bidder 
quoting the highest price got the factory after the bidding period. 
Each entity could transfer his resources, namely, money, patent and factory to others. 
Each entity could communicate with each other by broadcasting a message to all 
entities or sending a message to a specific entity. Each entity could spy information 
by paying $2. The information could relate to current factory bidding, patent 
question tips, current demand information and etc. 
At the end of the game, each patent would be paid by $5 and each factory would be 
bought back by a third of the average winning bidding price. 
Advanced functions, the observing function and the coalition formation function 
could be added to the game. With the observing function, an entity could join as an 
observer and withdraw from being an observer. An observer shared his resource 
information and sales performance to other observers and could view the shared 
information of other observers. 
A coalition was a group of individual players who pulled their resources together 
and acted as a unity. With the coalition formation function, an entity could invite 
other entity to form a coalition. The inviter could cancel the invitation. The invitee 
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could accept or reject the invitation. After forming a coalition, its members could 
send or broadcast message to other members. Its members could view action history 
of each other and make interest splitting decision. When a coalition ends, e.g. when 
it formed a new coalition or when the game ended, the interest splitting decisions 
from each member determined how to allocate the resource to each member. The 
allocation could be based on initial resource contribution and contribution to the 
coalition. The contribution to the coalition was based on peer evaluation. 
The ERP game varied into four games named W，X，Y, Z (refer to table 3). Group 
formation function were provided in game X and game Z. Observer function were 
provided in game Y and Z. Table 3 summarized the four games. 
TABLE 3: THE 4 GAMES IN THE PILOT STUDY 
Game W Game X Game Y Game Z 
Observer No Yes No Yes 
function 
Group No No Yes Yes 
formation 
function 
Number of 33 37 37 35 
players 
Luck draw 5 factories and No 5 factories and No 
5 $50 are 4 $50 are 
awarded to awarded to 
different different 
players after players after 
20 minutes. 20 minutes. 
Log was maintained to analyze the actions of players. Besides gaining the action 
history from the logs, useful information such as the ability to gain a patent, the 
ability to gain a factory and the ability to interact with others could be interpreted 
from the log. 
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We leamt the followings from the pilot study which were useful in our final game 
design: 
• Many players expressed that they leamt much from the game, e.g. the 
operations of resource planning, the decision making skill and the 
importance of interacting with others. The games were educational 
• Some players, who could not get a factory, became frustrated, because they 
could do nothing in the game. Players should be given enough resources to 
play. The value/power of the given resources should be less than the ones 
which are gained by players themselves, 
• Most of the players disliked the lucky draw. The performance should relate 
to the ability of the players. No lucky draw should be held. 
m Some players expressed that the games, especially, game X and game Z were 
complicated. For examples, it was difficult to understand the division of 
wealth in game X and game Z. The game should not be too complicated. 
• Some players ran out of money and wanted financial assistance. Loan should 
be provided. 
• The tips of multiple choice should not be straight-forward, i.e. telling them 
the answer. Giving related content about the multiple choice question as a 
tip is better. 
• It was difficult for a player who did not know simple optimization method to 
determine the best production plan. Optimization should be removed from 
the game or related tools should be given. 
• To navigate well was not assessed in the games. We should embed related 
activities into the game. 
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4.3 Implementation: a Revised ERP Game 
Definitely, the computerized interactive game should be designed to simulate the job 
nature and evaluate some dimensions of a candidate based on job analysis. However, 
as we had no special target on the job nature and measured dimensions, we designed 
the game based on KNAP and the listed comments from the pilot study in the 
previous section. Generally speaking, this game evaluates whether a candidate is 
suitable to be a knowledge worker. To win the game, a candidate needs to 
• Leam the environment 
• Develop strategy to achieve the goal in this environment 
Figure 8 shows the screen capture of our game programmed by Java and COBRA. 
Therefore, it can be embedded in a browser and distributed through Internet. It 
simulates the enterprise resource-planning (ERP) environment and is divided into 12 
equivalent periods. Each entity is entitled equivalent resource initially and his 
objective is to maximize the money owned at the end. A player needs to study the 
game and get familiar with the game interface. After that, he should plan how to 
play it. 
There are two ways to get money: 
• Ask other players to transfer money to you. 
• Sell a product to the market (refer to figure 9)，To do so, a player needs 
o Factory to produce the starting material of a product 
o Money to pay for the material production cost 
o Abilities to process the material in the right sequence 
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FIGURE 8: THE ERP GAME - OVERVIEW 
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ZA 
Select a product to make 
T ‘ 
Produce its material by a factory 
Process the material 
in the right ability sequence 
, T ‘ 
Send it to market for sales 
J ? 
FIGURE 9: MAKING MONEY FROM SELLING PRODUCTS 
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Players need to gain and utilize the resources, namely, ability, factory and money to 
generate money. Also, they need to use the functions provided by the game to 
interact with others to get resource and information. 
We discuss ability, factory, material and product below: 
Money (refer to figure 10): Initially, each player is given $200. Money is needed to 
pay for material production cost, ability tests and spy information. Players can ask 
for a loan if they have no debt. Otherwise, they need to settle their debts. Debts will 
be charged at 10% interest rate per period. 
FIGURE 10: THE ERP GAME - MONEY 
Ability (refer to figure 11): Initially, each player is given one kind of ability with 0.2 
grade level. If a player is knowledgeable, he can gain an extra ability by conducting 
an ability test, which is in multiple-choice format. If the player answers the question 
correctly, he can gain that ability with 0.2 grade level. If the player does not know 
the answer, he can buy a related tip and leam from it. Players can improve the grade 
of ability by 0.2 by beating an ability test. The maximum grade of ability is 1. The 
grade of ability may affect the selling price of the product processed by it. 
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FIGURE 11: THE ERP GAME - ABILITY 
Factory (refer to figure 12): Each player is given one factory, which can produce 
not more than two units of materials per period, and the unit production cost is $30. 
In each period, the factory owner can only set the material production plan once. 
After paying the production cost, the factory will produce and transfer the materials 
to the manufacturer, i.e. the factory owner. For each factory, there are several cost 
reduction codes, which are distributed randomly to different players. Factory owners 
should collect the codes and submit them to reduce the unit production cost of his 
factory. 
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FIGURE 12: THE ERP GAME - FACTORY 
Material and Product (refer to figure 13): to finish a product, the players should 
process the initial material of that product with suitable abilities in the right 
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sequence. After the material is processed to be a product, it can be transferred to the 
market for sales. In each period, there is a demand of each product and after the 
demand is satisfied, the product cannot be sold. The selling price of a product is the 
product of the corresponding maximum selling price and the quality of that product. 
The quality of a product is the minimum grade level of the abilities involved in the 
processing. According to the maximum selling price, products can be classified into 
three types as shown in table 4. 
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FIGURE 13: THE ERP GAME - MATERIAL 
TABLE 4: PROPERTIES OF PRODUCTS IN THE ERP GAME 
Max Demand Number of abilities involved in the processing sequence 
selling per 
1 2 3 4 5 
price period 
$100 2 V V 
$200 5 V V 
5 “ V V 
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A player can use the transfer function to send money, factory or material to another 
player. Players can communicate with each other by broadcasting a message to all 
entities or sending a message to a specific entity. Players can pay for spy 
information including the owners of a specified ability, the owner of a specified 
factory, the occupier of a specified material, current supply of a specified product 
and tip for a specific ability test. Players can become an observer to share their 
information with other observers. The information includes their resource and sale 
history. Players can withdraw from being an observer as well. 
We arrange the game so that interaction among the players can be beneficial. 
4.4 Mechanism of Candidate Selection 
There are two ways to select a candidate based on the game, namely, an integrated 
score and analysis of the action log. 
An integrated score 
We can measure the overall performance of a candidate from his value-added: 
Value-added = final money 一 debt - initial money 
Analysis of the action log 
We can analyze the selection criteria based on the log files. Here are some examples: 
• Their knowledge on the question set. 
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• Their learning abilities from digesting the tips to answering the question. 
• The way they interact with others. 
• The way they earn resource. 
• Their production plan. 
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Chapter 5. Experiment Design 
We conducted an experiment about "management trainee selection". We asked our 
recruited candidates to do a cognitive ability test, play the game and do two 
personality tests. Finally, they were requested to fill in a questionnaire. 
5.1 Aims 
From the experiment, we aimed to: 
1. show how the game recommended "management trainees" who 
o understood an environment well (adaptable to the outer environment) 
o were aggressive in product production strategy, i.e. willing to take 
calculated risk to generate better expected result 
o achieved a goal well 
2. show that the game was not a replica of the cognitive ability test and the 
personality tests. 
3. analyze candidates' views on 
o The game, the problem solving test and the personality tests in the 
experiment 
o 6 common candidate selection instruments used in practice 
4. test our hypothesis 
o Hypothesis 1: Face validity and perceived predictive validity are 
positively correlated. When an instrument is designed to be job-
related, people should perceive it as a valid instrument. 
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o Hypothesis 2: About organizational attractiveness 
• Hypothesis 2a: It positively correlates with social 
validity. 
• Hypothesis 2b: It positively correlates with fairness. 
• Hypothesis 2c: It negatively correlates with tendency 
of faking. 
• Hypothesis 2d: It positively correlates with positive 
affect. 
o Hypothesis 3: The game is better on perceived job relatedness 
o Hypothesis 4: The game is better on organizational attractiveness. 
Due to limited resource and time, we only evaluated the game based on 
organizational attractiveness. 
Except for inborn abilities such as IQ, result reliability is hard to be guaranteed for 
candidate selection instruments. More or less, a candidate can try to improve the 
performance in many selection instruments by learning or faking. The result is good 
only for the measured dimensions of a candidate at that moment. To study result 
validity, we need to compare the results of the instrument and the job performance 
of the candidate. At this stage, we can just assume the game is designed to be job-
related. Based on the rationale of job-related candidate selection instruments, the 
game should be useful. We can evaluate its result usefulness by cooperating with a 
company when our selection instrument becomes matured. 
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As our game is still in the research stage, it is hard to calculate cost per candidate 
and study its procedures. However, due to the analysis in chapter 4.1，both cost 
efficiency and procedure standardization should be achieved by the game. 
5.2 Experiment Procedures 
15 subjects have been recruited for this experiment. They were told that they had 
applied for the position "Management Trainee" and were invited to do tests for the 
selection purpose. They were eager for the job and would strive hard to beat the tests. 
To ensure that they treated the experiment seriously, we designed our experiment 
procedure formally, e.g. drawing for seat, announcing and giving an instruction with 
the following rules: 
• Keep in mind that you want to beat the test to get the job and other test takers 
are your competitors. 
• Keep silent and don't talk with others 
• If you have any question, please raise your hand. 
• Your identity is just an ID. Don't disclose your real identity to other. 
To ensure that they tried their best in the experiment, we announced that our 
experiment was for candidate selection research and they could leam about 
candidate selection more from the experiment. We recruited volunteers only and the 
subjects were told that they could know their performance in the tests by a report 
generated after the experiment. 
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To ensure that they would feel comfortable for the tests, we repeated that the tests 
were conducted anonymously. When a subject arrived, he drew an id and a seat 
number. He used the id as his identity throughout the tests. 
5.3 Contents 
The experiment was arranged into four parts, which took around three hours to 
finish: 
1. A problem solving test: Form B of the Wonderlic Personnel Test (WPT) 
which is a measure of general mental ability, i.e. ability to leam, understand 
instructions and solves problems (WPT, 1998). The Wonderlic Personnel 
Test, Inc has designed lots of cognitive ability tests for candidate selection. 
2. A game: the ERP game mentioned. 
a. Study the game and ask questions 
b. Use the trial account to get familiar with the game 
c. Think about the strategy. 
d. Use the id to play the game. 
3. Personality tests 
a. A test of big five by Mind Style Questionnaire (MSQ). Many 
researchers have concluded that personality can be described by five 
primary constructs that are represented by the big-five model (Berry, 
2003). The mind style questionnaire (Parkinson, 2000) is a relatively 
shorter one which measures impression control and the big five 
model as below: 
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i. Extroverted vs. Introverted 
ii. Tough minded vs. tender minded 
iii. Confronting vs. creative 
iv. High structured vs. low structured. 
V. Confident vs. emotional 
b. A test for managerial potential by 34 selected items from California 
Psychological Inventory. Gough picked 34 managerial potential (Mp) 
items from the 206 items in the California Psychological Inventory 
(CPI) “good manager" scale (Goodstein and Schrader, 1963) resulted 
from the evaluation against criteria of managerial competence and 
managerial interests (Gough, 1984). Descriptively, Mp is diagnostic 
of behavior effectiveness, self-confidence, cognitive clarity and goal 
oriented. The higher the score is, the better the managerial potential 
is. 
4. A questionnaire about the candidate selection instruments used in the 
experiment and common instruments used in practice. The questionnaire 
was designed mainly based on the Smither's research (Smither, Reilly, 
Millsap, Pearlman, Stoffey, 1993) and McFarland's research (McFarland, 
2003). The former focused on Schuler and Stehle's social validity 
mentioned before while the latter focused on the faking. Each attribute 
below had one to five corresponding statements and the statements were 
rated by a 1-7 scale where 1 = "strongly disagree" and 7 = "strongly agree". 
a. About instruments used in the experiment 
i. Social validity 
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1. Perception of job relatedness (social validity's 
transparency) 
a. Face validity - whether the candidate perceives 
the process/task of a candidate selection 
instrument related to the job. 
b. Perceived predictive validity - whether the 
candidate perceives the selection result of a 
candidate selection instrument is good for 
recommending a competent staff. 
2. Likelihood of improvement (social validity's control) 
3. Perceived knowledge of results (social validity's 
feedback) 
ii. Fairness 
iii. Tendency of faking 
iv. Positive affect 
V. Organizational attractiveness 
b. About common candidate selection instruments used in practice, 
namely biodata, cognitive ability tests, personality tests, work 
samples, group exercises and interviews. 
i. Perceived suitability 
ii. Positive affect 
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iii. Fairness 
The result of the questionnaire would be analyzed to get candidates' views on the 
selection instruments and test our hypothesis. 
TABLE 5: QUESTIONS ABOUT THE INSTRUMENTS IN THE 
EXPERIMENT 
Face Validity 
• I did not understand what the test had to do with the job. 
• I could not see any relationship between the test and what was required on 
the job. 
• It would be obvious to anyone that the test was related to the job. 
• The actual content of the test was clearly related to the job. 
• There was no real connection between the test that I went through and the 
job. 
Perceived Predictive Validity 
• Failing to pass the test clearly indicates that you can't do the job. 
• I am confident that the test can predict how well an applicant will perform on 
the job. 
• My performance on the test was a good indicator of my ability to do the job. 
• Applicants who perform well on this type of test are more likely to perform 
well on the job than applicants who perform poorly. 
• The employer can tell a lot about the applicant's ability to do the job from 
the results of the test. 
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QUESTIONS ABOUT THE INSTRUMENTS IN THE EXPERIMENT 
(CONT.) 
Likelihood of Improvement 
• There is nothing that I can do to improve my performance on the test. 
• Going through the test gave me clear information on my strengths and 
weaknesses. 
• After going through the test it was clear to me what I needed to do to 
improve my performance. 
• I am confident that I would improve my score on the test if given another 
opportunity. 
• I have no idea as to what I can do to improve my performance on the test. 
Perceived Knowledge of Results 
• After I finished the test, it was clear to me how well I performed. 
• I knew exactly on what aspects of the test would know clearly how well or 
how poorly they did. 
• Anyone who went through the test would know clearly how well or how 
poorly he did. 
Tendency of faking 
• The test can be faked easily. 
• I faked the test, e.g. be dishonest and violate the rule. 
• I will try to fake the test if I have another chance in order to get the job. 
Positive affect 
• I enjoyed the test. 
• I leamt from the test. 
• I would look forward to going through the same type of test again in the 
future. 
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QUESTIONS ABOUT THE INSTRUMENTS IN THE EXPERIMENT 
(CONT.) 
Organizational attractiveness 
• I like the organization/employer more after taking this test. 
• I would recommend the organization/employer that used this type of 
selection test to others. 
• I would like to accept an offer from an organization/ employer that used this 
type of selection test. 
Fairness 
• Overall, I believe that the test was fair. 
** Any negatively worded items were reverse scored so that high scores indicated 
positive perceptions or attitudes, except the tendency of faking. 
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Chapter 6. Experiment Results and 
Data Analysis 
In this chapter, we point out and explain the selection result of the three kinds of 
instruments. Besides, we analyze the view of candidates on the selection instruments 
from the questionnaires. To ease our discussion of the experiment result, we label 
the subjects with pOl to pi5 and suppose that three candidates should be 
recommended for the job, "managerial trainee". 
6.1 Candidate Selection in the Problem Solving Test 
The test was form B of the Wonderlic Personnel Test (WPT), which is a measure of 
general mental ability, i.e. ability to leam, understand instructions and solve 
problems, but not how well a person will employ their ability. It is often true that a 
person of lower ability, but stronger determination, will out perform the higher 
ability person. This means, of course, that many elements of a person's abilities, 
personal characteristics, learned skills and background experience will all contribute 
to successful performance. It is all too easy to allow an exceptionally high test score 
to mask deficiencies in other areas. For most hiring decisions, there will be an 
appropriate test score range. However, persons scoring within this range should be 
carefully compared to all other pertinent qualifications (WPT, 1998). 
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Most organizations establish a minimum passing score for each occupation. 
Successful applicants must achieve this minimum score or higher to warrant further 
consideration. Most often, the minimum score is very close to the average (or 
median) score of all applicants for that occupation. The reason the minimum score 
and median score are usually the same is quite simple: employers like to take 
advantage of the greater abilities of the higher scoring applicants. For management 
trainee, the normative median score is 27 out of 50 and the suggested minimum test 
score is 26 (WPT, 1998). 
The problem solving test scores of all subjects were shown in figure 14. The average 
was 24.20 and the standard deviation was 5.48. The skewness was -0.98 indicating 
the distribution with an asymmetric tail extending toward more negative values. 
1M1 
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FIGURE 14: SCORES OF THE PROBLEM SOLVING TEST 
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Acceptable candidates 
With the recommended minimum score, 26, the selected candidates were p03, pi2， 
p09, p l l , plO, pi4，and pi3. The selection was the same if the normative median 
score, 27 was applied. 
Best three candidates 
p03, pl2 and p09 were selected. 
6.2 Candidate Selection in the Personality Tests 
For candidate selection purpose, an employee might actually be looking for 'high' or 
'very high' scores, or, under different circumstances, only for ‘average, scores. It 
depends on the requirements for a particular job. For example, for selecting a 
salesman, an employee may look for one with a high extroverted score. For selecting 
a designer, an employee may look for one with a high creative score. However, for 
selecting a teller, an employee may look for one with average scores. 
It is common that a "highly" emotional person may not be selected. Also, a person 
who scores high in the impression control dimension may not be selected. It is 
because that high score indicates that he MIGHT not be honest in the test and 
MIGHT have chosen some 'social desirable' answers. In this case, the personality 
test was useless as it was faked. 
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For our "managerial trainee" selection, we applied the managerial potential score. 
The higher the managerial potential score was, the better the managerial potential 
was. However, Gough's research did not give us reference score for management 
trainee. We adopted the mean score of basic normative sample, i.e. 20 as a cutoff 
score. Thus, the one with score higher than or equal to 20 were acceptable. At the 
same time, we excluded the candidates who scored high in the emotional dimension 
or the impression control dimension. 
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FIGURE 15: SCORES OF THE PERSONALITY TESTS 
Acceptable candidates 
From figure 15，the candidates with managerial potential score bigger than or equal 
to 20 were p06, pl2，pll, pl4，p09，p03，p07 and p02. But after we excluded the 
candidates who scored high in the emotional dimension (>4) or scored high in the 
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impression control dimension (>4), the selection pool became p06, pi2，pll, pi4, 
p09，p03 and p2. If we applied a harsher excluding scores for the two excluding 
dimensions, i.e. (>3), the pool became pi2，pi 1，and pl4 only. 
Best three candidates 
p6, pi2, and p l l were selected. However, with a harsher exclusion, the selected 
candidates were pl2, p l l and pi4. 
6.3 Candidate Selection in the Game 
Out of our expectation, players did their production alone and there were rare 
interactions among players. Five players were lucky to get cost code(s) of their own 
factories but only two players executed them to reduce the unit material production 
cost. It reflected that some players neglected some useful information. One player 
successfully sold two cost codes to the corresponding owners by $60 and the buyer 
executed them. Another player successfully sold one cost code to the corresponding 
owners by $25 but the buyer did not execute them, as the buyer did not have such 
factory. It was an example of wrong buying decision. 
Only two players transferred money to other players and only four players joined to 
be observers. There were 23 and 49 messages broadcasted and sent by players 
respectively. There were 52 spy information requested by players and the 
information for current product supply was the most popular one (See figure 16). 
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Only two players bought the problem tips and most players did the ability tests 
without buying tips. Six players asked for loans. 
material occupier, 1, 
2% — 
factory owner, 1’ 2%-\ 
5 9 % 
FIGURE 16: SPY INFORMATION 
The final net gain was shown in figure 17. The rank was assigned according to the 
net gain. Out of 15 players, 11 players had positive net gain. The average net gain 
was 719.56 and the standard derivation was 1094.49. The skewness was 1.13， 
indicating the distribution with an asymmetric tail extending toward more positive 
values. It was obvious that the net gains of the three top rank players were much 
better than others. 
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FIGURE 17: SCORES OF THE GAME 
As there were rare interactions among players, we focused on their product 
production strategies. Figure 18 showed the net product gains (selling price -
material cost) of each player. The products were arranged in the x-axis from the 
earliest produced one to the latest produced one. The number below the gain bar 
showed the quality of that product. 
A candidate was classified as "understand an environment well" if he had upgraded 
the quality of his products and produced something valuable in the game. A 
candidate was classified as “be aggressive in product production planning" if he had 
targeted at a product which selling price was more than $100. 
With the action log, we developed a decision tree to organize players into 4 
categories based on our selection criteria and figure 19 visualized it: 
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• The players in group A chose a product with higher maximum selling price 
to produce, gained the abilities needed and continuously improved the 
quality of their products. 
• The players in group B chose a product processed by their own given ability 
alone and improved the quality of their products continuously. The 
maximum selling price per product was $100 only. 
• The players in group C chose a product with higher maximum selling price 
to produce, gained the abilities needed but did not improve the quality of 
their products. Perhaps, they did not know this possibility of improving the 
ability grade and thus, lost the opportunity to generate better profit. If they 
had done it, they would have generated more profit. 
• The players in group D only produced the product with maximum selling 
price, $100. Some could not sell their products in the market because of no 
demand. Some did not know the game well and produced something wrong. 
Although some got familiar with the game later, it was too late for them to 
generate money. 
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FIGURE 18: NET PRODUCT GAINS OF EACH CANDIDATE 
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FIGURE 19: PRODUCT PRODUCTION STRATEGY 
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With linear regression, we had 
Net gain = - 413.71 + 1197.55 + 927.35 x a, where 
• k = know the game well (0 or 1) 
• a = be aggressive in product production planning (0 or 1) 
• Significance level = 0.004 
It showed that knowing the game well and being aggressive in production planning 
were the successful factors in the ERP game. 
Acceptable candidates 
As we wanted to select a candidate who was adaptable to the outer environment 
(know the game well) and was willing to take calculated risk to generate better 
expected result (produce a product with a higher maximum selling price), we would 
accept the candidates in group A, i.e. pi4，p04，p09, p03 and pl3. 
Best three candidates 
pi4，p04 and p09 were selected. 
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6.4 Combined Candidate Selection 
Table 6 showed the correlations between the scores from the instruments, i.e. the 
WPT scores of the problem solving test, the MP scores of the personality test and 
the net gains of the game. It pointed out that although there were positive 
correlations between the three indicators, the correlations were not statically 
significant. If the selection results are same or the correlations of the instruments' 
scores are highly correlated, there is no need to apply different selection instruments. 
TABLE 6: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCORES OF THE INSTRUMENTS 
Problem solving 
Game Personality test 
Score from test 
instrument r p R p r P 
Problem solving test - - - - - -
Game 0.196 0.483 - - " ' 
Personality test 0.205 0.464 0.306 0.268 - -
Usually, human resources professionals combine the results of different selection 
instruments applied. Table 7 showed the combined selection result. If the 
professionals decided to use the result of the three instruments, the selected 
candidates would be p03, p09 and pi4. 
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TABLE 7: CANDIDATE SELECTION RESULTS OF THE THREE 
INSTRUMENTS 
Candidate pOl p02 p03 p04 p05 p06 p07 p08 p09 pio pll pl2 pl3 pl4 pl5 
Cognitive 
1 3 5 4 2 7 6 
ability test 
Personality 
7 6 1 5 3 2 4 test 
Game 4 2 3 5 i 
Selected V V V 
* The numbers indicated the rank of a candidate resulted from an instrument. A 
blank indicated that that instrument did not accept that candidate. 
6.5 Questionnaire 
After finishing all the tests, candidates filled in the questionnaire. Each attribute had 
one to five corresponding statements and the average score was taken to represent it. 
Candidates responded to the statements in the questionnaire using a 1-7 rating scale 
where 1 = "strongly disagree" and 7 = "strongly agree". Any negatively-worded 
items were reverse scored so that high scores indicated positive perceptions or 
attitudes, except the tendency of faking. 
We defined tending to agree if the mean score was larger than or equal to 4.75 and 
disagree if the mean score was smaller than or equal to 3.25. We applied the 0.1 
significance level because it was acceptable to relax the level for a small sample test, 
i.e. 15 in our experiment (Moore and McCabe, 1999). We defined the degree of 
correlation as high if the correlation was larger than 0.5, moderate if the correlation 
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was larger than 0.25 and smaller than or equal to 0.5 and slight the correlation was 
higher than 0 and smaller than or equal to 0.25. 
6.5.1 General Discussion 
Table 8 to 10 presented the mean, the standard derivation, the percentages tending of 
candidates who tended to agree (4.75 or higher) and disagree (3.25 or lower) of each 
attribute. Figure 20 to figure 23 represented the data graphically. Table 11 showed 
the result of comparing means by paired samples t-test. 
Face validity 
Out of expectation, the mean score of face validity of the game was the lowest, 4.24 
comparing with the problem solving test (4.61) and the personality tests (4.57). All 
of the mean scores were regarded as neutral in face validity. With the t-test, the 
significance levels between the pairs were larger than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that 
there were no mean differences between the face validity scores of the problem 
solving test, the game and the personality tests. 
Perceived predictive validity 
Out of expectation, the mean score of perceived predictive validity of the game was 
the lowest, 3.48 comparing with the problem solving test (3.97) and the personality 
tests (3.71). All of the mean scores were regarded as neutral in perceived predictive 
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validity. With the t-test, the significance levels between the pairs were larger than 
0.1. Thus, we concluded that there were no mean differences between the perceived 
predictive validity scores of the problem solving test, the game and the personality 
tests. 
Perceived job relatedness 
Its score was computed as the average of face validity and perceived predictive 
validity. 
Out of expectation, the mean score of perceived job relatedness of the game was the 
lowest, 3.86 comparing with the problem solving test (4.29) and the personality tests 
(4.14). All of the mean scores were regarded as neutral in perceived job relatedness. 
With the t-test, the significance levels between the pairs were larger than 0.1. Thus, 
we concluded that there were no mean differences between the perceived job 
relatedness scores of the problem solving test, the game and the personality tests. 
T ikelihood of improvement 
The mean score of likelihood of improvement of the game was the highest, 5.16 
comparing with the problem solving test (5.14) and the personality tests (4.00). In 
average, candidates agreed that they could improve their results in the problem 
solving test and the game. The mean score of the personality tests was regarded as 
neutral in likelihood of improvement. With the t-test, the significance levels between 
the problem solving test and the game was larger than 0.1 while those between the 
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remained pairs were smaller than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that there was no mean 
difference between the likelihood of improvement scores of the problem-solving test 
and the game. The mean differences were 1.160 and 1.114 between the personality 
tests and the game, and between the problem-solving test and personality tests 
respectively. 
Perceived knowledge of result 
The mean score of perceived knowledge of results of the game was the highest, 5.11 
comparing with the problem solving test (4.45) and the personality tests (3.84), In 
average, candidates agreed that they could perceive the result of the game. The mean 
scores of the problem solving test and the personality tests were regarded as neutral 
in perceived knowledge of result. With the t-test，the significance levels between the 
pairs were smaller than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that there were mean differences 
between the perceived knowledge of result scores of the problem solving test, the 
game and the personality tests. The mean differences were 0.786，1.267 and 0.619 
between the problem-solving test and the game, between the game and the 




Its score was computed as the average of perceived job relatedness, likelihood of 
improvement and perceived knowledge of result. 
The mean score of social validity of the game was the highest, 4.71 comparing with 
the problem solving test (4.63) and the personality tests (3.99). All of the mean 
scores were regarded as neutral in social validity. With the t-test, the significance 
level between the problem solving test and the game was larger than 0.1 while those 
between the remained pairs were smaller than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that there 
was no mean difference between the social validity of the problem solving test and 
the game. The mean differences were 0.716 and 0.614 between the game and the 
personality tests, and between the problem-solving test and the personality tests 
respectively. 
Fairness 
The mean score of fairness of the game was the middle, 4.93 comparing with the 
problem solving test (5.07) and the personality tests (4.40). In average, candidates 
agreed that the problem-solving test and the game were fair. The mean score of the 
personality tests was regarded as neutral in fairness. With the t-test, the significance 
levels between the pairs were larger than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that there were no 
mean differences between the fairness scores of the problem solving test, the game 
and the personality tests. 
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Tendency of faking 
The mean score of tendency of faking of the game was the lowest, 2.58 comparing 
with the problem solving test (2.79) and the personality tests (3.22). In average, 
candidate had less tendency of faking the problem solving test, the game and the 
personality tests. With the t-test, the significance levels between the game and the 
personality test was smaller than 0.1 while those between the remained pairs were 
larger than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that there was no mean difference between the 
tendency of faking of the problem-solving test and the personality tests, and the 
problem solving test and the game. The mean difference was 0.644 between the 
game and the personality tests. 
Positive affect 
The mean score of positive affect of the game was the highest, 4.80 comparing with 
the problem solving test (4.07) and the personality tests (3.89). In average, candidate 
agreed that they had positive affect on the game. The mean scores of the problem 
solving test the personality tests were regarded as neutral in positive affect. With the 
t-test, the significance level between the problem solving test and the personality test 
was larger than 0.1 while those between the remained pairs were smaller than 0.1. 
Thus, we concluded that there was no mean difference between the positive affect of 
the problem solving test and the personality tests. The mean differences were 1.071 
and 1.533 between the problem solving test and the game, and between the game 
and the personality tests respectively. 
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Organizational attractiveness 
The mean score of organizational attractiveness of the game was the highest, 5.36 
comparing with the problem solving test (4.31) and the personality tests (3.82). In 
average, candidates agreed that the organization with the game as the selection 
instrument was more attractive. The mean scores of the problem solving test and the 
personality tests were regarded as neutral in organizational attractiveness. 
With the t-test, the significance level between the problem solving test and the 
personality test was larger than 0.1 while those between the remained pairs were 
smaller than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that there was no mean difference between the 
organizational attractiveness of the problem solving test and the personality tests. 
The mean differences were 0.786 and 0.911 between the problem solving test and 
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FIGURE 21: VIEWS ON THE PROBLEM SOLVING TEST 
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FIGURE 23: VIEWS ON THE PERSONALITY TESTS 
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Views on the six common candidate selection instruments 
In the second part of the questionnaire, candidates were asked for their views on the 
six common candidate selection instruments used in practice. 
Figure 24 summarized the mean scores of the views. It was not surprising that job-
related tests, i.e. work samples and group exercises scored highest in suitability. It 
was because they were specially designed to measure some attributes useful in the 
job and the attributes were quite explicit. Cognitive ability tests and personality tests 
scored lowest in suitability. Perhaps, the tests measured something more abstract and 
candidates did not understand how the human resources professionals applied them 
for the selection. 
It was not surprising that personality tests scored lowest in positive affect. It was 
because candidates might think that some questions in the tests had violated their 
private rights. 
Work samples scored highest in fairness. Perhaps, it was more related to the job, less 
likely to fake and standardized. It was rather surprising to note that group exercises 
scored lower than the work samples. Perhaps, candidates might not feel comfortable 
under monitoring by assessors. Also, they might question how the assessors scored 
their performance. 
It was quite interesting to find that biodata, cognitive ability tests and personality 
tests scored low in fairness. Perhaps, candidates might think that they could do the 
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job well if they were willing to leam and put effort on it. They should not be filtered 
out just because they scored low in their past records, their inborn ability and 
personality. 
Generally speaking, work samples were the most favorable candidate selection 
instruments and personality tests were the least favorable ones on candidates' views. 
M 雞 ! • 驪 誦 纏 縦 纖 籠 I 怒 • ， 懲 , s q 
Sbiodata • cognitive ability test • personality test 二:T' 
• work sample • group exercise • interview 
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suitability positive affect fairness 
FIGURE 24: VIEWS ON COMMON CANDIDATE SELECTION 
INSTRUMENTS 
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6.5.2 Hypothesis 1: Face Validity vs. Perceived Predictive Validity 
From table 12，the correlations of face validity and perceived predictive validity of 
all candidate selection instruments were positive correlated. The significance level 
of the game was less than 0.1 while the significance levels of the problem solving 
test and the personality were larger than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that only the 
correlation of the game's face validity and perceived predictive validity was 
positively correlated significantly. 
Matched-pairs t-tests were conducted to determine whether candidates' perceptions 
of predictive validity differed from their perceptions of face validity. From table 13， 
candidates perceived all three instruments to have greater face validity than 
predictive validity. There were mean differences of the game and the personality 
tests' face validity and perception of predictive validity which were statically 
significant. The mean differences were 0.76 and 0.86 for the game and the 
personality tests respectively. 
Hypothesis 1 was accepted for the game only while it was not accepted for the 
problem solving test and the personality tests. 
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TABLE 12: CORRELATION OF FACE VALIDITY AND PERCEIVED 
PREDICTIVE VALIDITY 
Face validity vs. Perceived predictive validity 
Correlation Significance level 
Problem solving test 0.166 0.571 
" G ^ 0.535** 0040 
Personality test 0.162 0.565 
** Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
TABLE 13: COMPARING MEANS BY PAIRED SAMPLES T-TEST -
PERCEIVED PREDICTIVE VALIDITY VS. FACE VALIDITY 
Face validity Perceived 
predictive 
validity 
"M SD M SD AM T P 
Problem solving test 4 . 6 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 0.12 
" G ^ 4 2 4 " " “ U 8 3 ： 4 8 L U ^ 2.63** 0.02 
Personality test 4 ^ 7 0 9 3 I T \ " " " " L 0 4 2.62** 0.02 
** Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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6.5.3 Hypothesis 2: Organizational Attractiveness 
Table 14 showed the correlation of organizational attractiveness and other attributes. 
We discussed the findings below. 
TABLE 14: CORRELATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL ATTRACTIVENESS 
AND OTHER ATTRIBUTES 
Organizational attractiveness 
Problem solving test Game Personality tests 
Social validity 0.329 (0.250) 0.478 (0.072)* 0.109 (0.700) 
Fairness 0.551 (0.041)** 0.692 (0.004)*** -0.492 (0.062)* 
Tendency of 
-0.430 (0.110) -0.123 (0.676) 0.291 (0.292) 
faking 
Positive affect 0.628 (0.016)*** 0.692 (0.004)*** 0.141 (0.616) 
*** Significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
** Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
* Significant at the 0.1 level (2-tailed) 
Hypothesis 2a: It positively correlates with social validity 
The correlations of social validity and organizational attractiveness of all candidate 
selection instruments were positive correlated. The significance level of the game 
was less than 0.1 while the significance levels of the problem solving test and the 
personality were larger than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that only the correlation of the 
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game's social validity and organizational attractiveness was positively correlated 
significantly. 
Hypothesis 2a was accepted for the game only while it was not accepted for the 
problem solving test and the personality tests. 
Hypothesis 2b: It positively correlates with fairness 
The correlations of fairness and organizational attractiveness of the problem solving 
test and the game were positively correlated while that of the personality test was 
negatively correlated. The significance levels of all instruments were less than 0.1. 
Thus, we concluded that the correlation of the problem solving test and the game' 
fairness and organizational attractiveness were positively correlated significantly 
while that of the personality tests was negatively correlated significantly. 
Hypothesis 2b was accepted for the problem solving test and game only while it was 
rejected for the personality tests. 
Hypothesis 2c: It negatively correlates with tendency of faking 
The correlations of tendency of faking and organizational attractiveness of the 
problem solving test and the game were negatively correlated while that of the 
personality test was positively correlated. The significance level of all instruments 
were larger than 0.1. 
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Hypothesis 2c was not accepted for all instruments in the experiment. 
Hypothesis 2d: It positively correlates with positive affect 
The correlations of positive affect and organizational attractiveness of all 
instruments in the experiment were positive correlated. The significance levels of 
the problem solving test and the game were less than 0.1 while that of the 
personality test were larger than 0.1. Thus, we concluded that the correlation of the 
problem solving test and the game' positive affect and organizational attractiveness 
were positively correlated significantly. 
Hypothesis 2d was accepted for the problem solving test and the game but was not 
accepted by the personality tests. 
Summary 
For the problem-solving test, organizational attractiveness was positively correlated 
with fairness and positive affect at the 0.1 significance level. 
For the game, organizational attractiveness was positively correlated with social 
validity, fairness and positive affect at the 0.1 significance level. 
For the personality tests, organizational attractiveness was negatively correlated with 
fairness at the 0.1 significance level. 
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In general, fairness and the organizational attractiveness were correlated. 
We ran a stepwise linear regression (Use F probability of 0.1 as entry and 0.15 as 
removal) for the organizational attractiveness. 
For the problem solving test, 
Organizational attractiveness = 0.317 x fairness + 0.423 x positive affect + 0.641 
(The significance level is 0.015) 
For the game, 
Organizational attractiveness = 0.522 x fairness + 0.626 x social validity - 0.72 
(The significance level is 0.005) 
For the personality tests, 
Organizational attractiveness =-0.158 x fairness + 4.583 
(The significance level is 0.062) 
6.5.4 Hypothesis 3: the Game with Better Perceived Job Relatedness 
As discussed before, the mean score of perceived job relatedness of the game was 
the lowest, 3.86. However, with the t-test, the mean score difference was not 
significant in the 0.1 significance level. 
Hypothesis 3: it was not rejected. However, the game did score lowest in perceived 
job relatedness. 
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Our game was designed based on the abstract KNAP framework but not a specific 
job. Hence, candidates might find it difficult to relate it to the job. If it was used 
practically, it should be designed based on the job. 
6.5.5 Hypothesis 4: the Game with Better Organizational Attractiveness 
As discussed before, the mean score of organizational attractiveness of the game was 
the highest, 5.36. With the t-test, the mean score differences between the problem 
solving test and the game, and between the personality tests and the game were 
statistically significant. The mean differences were 0.786 and 0.911 between the 
problem solving test and the game, and between the game and the personality tests 
respectively. 
Hypothesis 4: It was accepted 
6.5.6 Others 
From table 15, the correlations of fairness and tendency of faking were negatively 
correlated for all instruments. The significance levels were smaller than 0.15. If we 
relaxed the significance level to 0.15, we could conclude that fairness and tendency 
of faking were statically negatively correlated at the 0.15 significance level. 
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TABLE 15: CORRELATION OF FAIRNESS AND TENDENCY OF FAKING 
Fairness vs. Tendency of faking 
Correlation Significance level 
Problem solving test -0.432 0.123 ‘ 
Game -0.531 0.042** ~ 
Personality test -0.438 0.102 
** Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) ‘ 
From table 16，the correlation of positive affect and social validity were positively 
correlated for all instruments. The significance levels were smaller than 0.05. We 
concluded that positive affect and social validity were positively correlated statically 
at the 0.1 significance level. 
TABLE 16: CORRELATION OF POSITIVE AFFECT AND SOCIAL 
VALIDITY 
Positive affect vs. Social validity 
Correlation Significance level 
Problem solving test 0.659 ‘ 0 . 0 1 0 * * 
" G ^ oIM “ 0.011** 
Personality test 0 ? m ‘ 0.001*** 
*** Significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) “ ‘ 
** Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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6.5.7 Summary of Findings 
Table 17 summarized the views on the selection instruments used in the experiment. 
Candidates were neutral in social validity on all 3 instruments. They agreed that the 
problem-solving test and the game were fair while remained neutral for the 
personality tests. They disagreed that they had the tendency to fake the instruments. 
They agreed that the game brought them positive affect and improved organizational 
attractiveness. 
TABLE 17: SUMMARY OF VIEWS ON THE SELECTION INSTRUMENTS 
Problem Personality 
Game 
solving test tests 
Social validity - - “ 
Perceived job relatedness - - _ 
Face validity - - -
Perceived predictive validity - - -
Likelihood of improvement A A -
Perceived knowledge of results - A -
Fairness A A -
Tendency of faking D D D 
Positive affect - A -
Organizational attractiveness - A -
A: In average, candidates tended to agree 
-:In average, candidates remained neutral 
D: In average, candidates tended to disagree 
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Table 18 summarized the mean score of candidates' view on suitability, positive 
affect and fairness of the six common candidate selection instruments. Job-related 
tests, i.e. work samples and group exercises scored highest while cognitive ability 
tests and personality tests scored lowest in the suitability. Personality tests scored 
lowest in positive affect. Candidates might think that some questions in the test had 
violated their private rights. Work samples scored highest in fairness. Generally 
speaking, work samples were the most favorable candidate selection instruments and 
personality tests were the least favorable ones on candidates' views. 
TABLE 18: SUMMARY OF VIEWS ON THE COMMON SELECTION 
INSTRUMENTS 
Person 
Cognitive Work Group 
Biodata ality Interview 
ability test sample exercise 
test 
Suitability A - - A A A 
Positive affect A A - A - -
Fairness - - - A A A 
A: In average, candidates tended to agree 
-:In average, candidates remained neutral 
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Table 19 summarized the key findings. 
TABLE 19: SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS 
Problem Persona 
Game 
solving test lity tests 
Face validity oc perceived predictive S H** S 
Organizational attractiveness oc social validity M M* S 
Organizational attractiveness oc fairness H** H** — 
Organizational attractiveness oc 1/ tendency of M S M 
faking 
Organizational attractiveness oc positive a f f e c t H * * * H*** S 
Fairness oc 1/ tendency of faking M H ^ M 
Positive affect oc social validity H ^ H ^ H ^ 
The game has a higher score on perceived job relatedness — NO 
The game has a higher score on organizational attractiveness — YES 
S： Slightly correlated if correlation less than or equal to 0.25 and larger than 0. 
M: Moderately correlated if correlation less than or equal to 0.5 and larger than 0.25 
H: Highly correlated if correlation larger than 0.5 
*** Significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
** Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
* Significant at the 0.1 level (2-tailed) 
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Chapter 7. Conclusion and Further 
Research 
Based on the experiment conduced, we explained how to do candidate selection by 
the networked ERP game. It selected candidates who could quickly leam the 
mechanism of the game and was aggressive in his product production strategy. Such 
characters were impossible or difficult to be identified with the common candidate 
selection instruments used in practice, e.g. cognitive ability tests and personality 
tests. The reason was that the selection results based on playing the ERP game was 
quite different with the problem solving test and the personality tests that also 
conducted in the experiment with the same set of subjects. It indicated that the game 
was not a replica of the problem solving test and the personality tests. The ERP 
game was helpful in understanding more about the characteristics of candidates. 
When moving into the knowledge-based economy, knowledge workers need to 
heavily use computers to support their searching and retrieval of useful information, 
communication with colleagues or business partners, and decision making, such an 
integrated set of abilities and etc is very critical to the success of an organization. 
Our computerized interactive game approach assesses candidates in a dynamic 
simulated job environment and we trust that this approach can assess candidates 
more completely at a reasonable cost. 
From the analysis of questionnaires, it was surprising that the game was perceived 
less job-related, rather than neutral or generic. Perhaps, it was because the game was 
designed based on the abstract KNAP framework, to know, to navigate, to 
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accumulate and to process, but not based on a real job. However, as a management 
trainee, he needs to understand the environment well and then decide how to act on 
it. These criteria have been recognized as the fundamental knowledge or expertise 
for a typical management trainee. Therefore, there was no bias found in the results 
of the experiment as our game selected candidates based on these accepted criteria. 
The game can be applied to support the selection of other management trainee 
positions. 
On the other hand, as cognitive ability tests and personality tests are popularly used 
in practice, candidates might admit them as suitable candidate selection instruments. 
The game did improve the attractiveness of an organization, which used such 
approach in recruiting candidates. Perhaps, it was because it was more high-tech 
based, more interactive, more challenging, more interesting, as well as more 
informative and educational. Overall, the game is good to an organization, which 
should accumulate competitive intellectual capital in today's fast-changing 
knowledge economy. 
To conclude, the game could support the selection of candidates based on their 
actual performance in the game and improved organizational attractiveness. 
However, with these preliminary findings and the limited subjects participated in the 
experiment, the game cannot be applied in the practice and more research need to be 
conducted. Firstly, candidates should be invited to play the game and give comments. 
Professional human resources managers should also try it and provide their 
professional comments. Secondly, researchers should modify or improve the game 
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based on the data analysis on experiment results as well as the comments from the 
players and the human resources professionals. After tuning the game, reports or a 
final score should be generated automatically without human assessors. Otherwise, 
the cost of selection process per candidate will remain high. Finally, a long-term 
cooperation with a company in the industry is essential so that the result usefulness 
of such approach in the industry can be studied and assessed. 
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